
Dept of Classics 
Queen's Univ. 
Aingston, ontario_ 

23 Oct. 1968 

Harold: 
I have various notes from you, so this will cover several topics. 

The Paris Match photo showing rifleman in Dal Tex window: I 
wrote to P-M in Paris to learn why their reporter thought this was 
sniper's nest. They replied that they could not locate their old records 
and could not answer my questions. I wrote to Sprague and suggested that 
he try the same questions at Pgr's New York office. I.doubt whether he 
did, for he has not mentioned it at all. 

Here is an interesting addition to this. Gary Murr has a photo 
that he cut from Dec 1963 edition of, I think, Look magazine. It shows 
a tiew through telescopic sight located at the snipers nest, but-- like 
P-11-- locates the nest in the Dal Tex. Look and P-11 printed different 
photos, both locate sniper's nest in Dal Tex. 

I think that P41 picture was taken from second floor window, but 
it could be third floor. It really does not matter, though, for the 
important thing is that the photographers were led to believe that shots 
were fired from the Dal Tex. On the far right of the P-M picture you 
can see the lintel of the TSBD that separates the first from the second 
floor. It looks only slightly lower that the level of the camera, so 
I suppose that the ,camera is photographing from a second floor window--
probably not the fire escape window, though; i.e., the one that xxx is 
open in Altgens 3. 

I saw Gary this weekend, but got no information about Trent Gough's 
questioning of witnesses in Toronto. If you want that information, 
you will have to get it from Gough-- or maybe Gary will loosen up for 
you. 

London Ray: I sent nothing to Louis Ivon that I did not send to 
you. You should have two sets of Dawnay reports: one deals only with 
his questioning of Mrs Thomas at the Pax Hotel; the other set adds reports 
on witnesses at New Earls Court. My present feeling is that there 
were two persons in London using the name Sneyd: one at the Pax, the other 

lierhaps James Earl Ray-- at New Earls Court. The one who stayed 
at New Earls Court apparently is the one arrested; the one who stayed 
at the Pax with Mrs Thomas is still a mystery. 

So far I am operating on the assumptions that(a) Mrs Thomas's 
description is accurate, and(b) Dawnay's reports are reliable. I am 
trying to remove doubt in both those areas; I asked Dawnay to seek 
corroboration for Mrs Thomas's description from anyone else who might 
have seen the Sneyd who stayed with her. Also I asked his permission for 
me to write personally to Mrs Thomas and get her to affirm the accuracy 
of Dawnay's reports. It isn't that I think he is making things up, but 
I just want to eliminate all possibilities of error. 

My interest in Beckham wanes as I learn more about him. ax 
Definitely he is not Mrs Thomas's Sneyd, and I regard it extremely 
unlikely that he is the Sneyd who was arrested. Nothing in this game 
is so far fetched as to be unthinkable, but I believe we are barking 
up the wrong tree with Beckham. 

Ivon sent back a brief description of Beckham-- not much, but 
adenuate. He doesn-'t think Wm:Seymour is involved-- neither do 

Unless somepne comes up with a good lead instead of mere guesses, 
I'm going to give up trying definitely to identify the Sneyd who stayed 
with Mrs Thomas. I'll be satisfied if we can definitely establish that 
he is not the Sneyd aho came into custody. That will be Cefinite if 
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